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Paul George, reports that develop-man- t MORUIHOK'S MINIMI KIUHTH.
work will be pushed during
Tenth edition, revised ami enlarged,
the whole lumtnar,
t.y K. S Morrison ai.d KmlMo De Soto
(of tle Olurado Marl A complete
Taos Cresset. -- Win. Eraser left mater of the Statute, DeeiMon,
Forma, Land Ofllee and Ssrveyor
on Monday for Omaha, where a
Heneral's lt'ile-- . Kspecislly compiled
directors meetings of the Kio Hon for the e uf Prospector, Attorney,
497 pp;
do Copper company will lie held Itic.orporiiM'--- ' and Hurveyor
boat d in Uw sheep. Price S3, Sent
Valley, and we hope to se it in this week. The details will be ar port
prepaid mi recipt of prine.
ranged for the construction of their
Captain Ueorgo Curry, the first opetatiou before mauy months,
Pig. Co., Pub- The Sm it
reduction plant at Amizett and lisher Denver, Colo.
sheriff of Otoro county has been
they will very likely begin the
appointed Governor of a province
Territorial Topics, erection of the same as soon as Mr.
of the Philippine Island.
NOTTCK;OF FORFEITURE.
Frazer returns.
The Oldham r.ron'. of Katon

For Governor of New Mexico nH,nt8 tbl lWe ip " lonr auT
doubt bL, what lie w'U pot in a
for the nxt four years, Miguel A.
2 mil at taw place. Be .m- BoartOH
WWOi
tends to- ut in a 50 berral capacity
mill using tbe latest anil very beat
The indemnity that will beasked machine; and intends to make
ilo,,r HB 9
any-.- ..
by the Kllied powers from China RS
where. A (rood flouring null is one
.
wi amount to u2o.ooo,ooo.
or the greatest needt, of the Taos
-

General Merchandise. Fresh Groceries.

PW

AND

SUPPLIES.
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.

i

Red

Rir.

New Mex.

The Bryan wing 0f tbe Demo- crat party is having a bard time in
keeping some of the Southern
leaders in line.
They believe in
expansion not only in territory,
but in commerce.

u--

given

b

have
contract for tbe building of a

Ur(8

To Leon Itoofulina. his heirs or assigns:
You are hercbv notified that I have ex
pended one hundred dollars each ear
dm inn the yearsJISoS.jll&Jo
anl I900 in
upon the Mea
labor and improvement
ican girl mining claim, sltuatein the Red
River mining district, in the couaty ol
Taos, New Mexico.located July I5th,I89f
full v described in the location certificate,
Ad recorded, October 16, 1896, in book
17. ai page lot, mining records of Taoa
COUDt), at the Office :f the county clerk
and recorder of said county. Said amounts were expended during said year
for thn purpose of holding said claim under the ilis provisions of section 2324, revised statutes of the I'nited States, and
And if within 90
aiucrdtnent th'Toto.
ciavs after the service of this notice bj
publication you fail or refuse to contribute your paction bi such expenditure
a
ot
aagelMer with the cost
the. pHbllcaORWI of tliis notice, your Interill become the
est in said tode claim
property of lie underscriber, your

,hKr Brow.
bri0B ,(V(?l.y ilftbh,
The Uio Hondo Copper company
InaeHy.
has completed three large buildings
ThomaJ Rose late candidate fur
at the site where their reduction
mayor of Las
ha neg the
publisher of the Optic for $10,000 plant is to bo located and they are
now putting up the fourth which
for an alleged lib1.
K
in
nmirict court nt Silver City. is thirty feet wide and sixty feet
f long and will contain apartments,
found Biilliy
Joxe Sancntz
mnrderlna- - Cstar'im Aliuendnr a, near assay office,
company office, etc.
r,
ami will
President
McKinley's
trip Santa Rita last Septeinb-These buildings are lieing erected
be sentenced to be liatrged.
through tbe south has been a great
RomwpU.
O.
Oanpb"U of
ba been at the mouth of "South Fork"
A.
ovation from the time his party worn In ma aitaiit attorney general which is two and one half miles
Mex-cliaiidis- e
Department
Mr. below Amizett.
crossed tbe Potomac until they for tha Interior
Campbell wm at one time U. S. at- AND
The President tornev for Wyoming
reached El Paso.
Chronicle-NewJames Lynch,
The Atehitnn, Tnpeta 4 Hants Fe
has proved a true friend to theaonth
S u P P L I E S
to the president of the American Savings
railroad company ha
and they appreciate it.
(territory treasury $13110 an ov.r bank of this city, and owner of
charge for the traniportation of troopi considerable valuable mining prop'
TERMS CASH.
.
war
Law breakers in New Mexico Jurinsf the
erty in the Moreno mining district,
.
An
. ,
William Wilson, ha
J. L, BlflELOW.
are receiving justice these days at
came in from his home at
Umt hp furn,h(H
First Publication Jan, Sird, 100I.
last evening. Mr. Lynch
the bands of the courts. More are and ammunition to George Stptietion
was killed n tte penitentiary a Btates that a great deal of work is
who
being sent to the penitentiary than week or ro ago
while attempting to
on in the district and that
ever before, and criminals will escape He ha been held under $2 000 going
NOTK'K Of FoUI EITCRK,
lode
the
properties in which any
soon learn that Xew Mexico is a bail.
as- Maurer, his heirs or
Thn
ti.
great depth hss been remehedl are
nearby
In
prevail
are
extrema
I
notified
Kxciteineut
the
that
Kg.
""
for
their
very unhealthy climate
of
ontliern part of Dona Ana county showing up splendidly. There are have expended one hundred dollars in
class.
near Kl Poro over oil diacoverle. four stamp mills on the east ide' lalaii aui iti pi'veuieuts upon the Goldeu
UlaimR miles in extent, have been lo- of IialJy mountain and four on the Treasure Xo. I, mining claim. Located
August 6 I rtj5, and recorded August 10,
by Kl Paso and California par
cated
The latest report is to the effect t!e. A farmer who tunk 30 feet for west side. In addition to these 1805, in Hook 15 at Page 1S2 in the office
erk and Recorder' of Tao
with there are two mills and a smelter f.ljiil
that the Chinese are becoming wafar found It ro impre?naie
r to l.e unfit f"r iw. in the Red River district and one county, and Is situated in tlit Red River
leumPtr
adept in the art of war. In a PisHppolnted Ue abandoned bin well,
New MexMining litrvt, Taos
FOR
Sevmill in the La Helle section.
ico, and one hundred dollars in labor and
battle between the Rnaaiana and the but later prospector found other indi
eral of these mills are working on Improvement upon the (.olden Treasure
Chinese, the former lost sixty cations of oil and Rdive boring will be
GROCERS AND MINERS' SUPPLIES.
Cleveland, Pittsburg, No, 2. mtulnn rlalm, located August 16,
pay ore.
commenced within thirty days.
iSk), ami i' C,rded August 19, IS.,, in
China may
killed and wounded.
i
Philadelphia,
Chicago, Texas.
Albuquerque'
Journal Uemcra.
at Pag 181 In the offlce of P.xi
Book
some day awake from her slumber Sheriff HobbeH went up to Santa Fe
ami Denver companies are bate dcrk aad ReaorderotTaa county.
AND GRAIN- for the operating owar there, and the indi- - and Is iltUatvd in ti e Red River Mining
and then the European natious will last night wftft ten
poil. fAUloilg llie lllininer were lntm catiitns
ate that wonderfully rich Distrirt, Tao conn'v, New Mexico, in
cease talking about parceling her Doane, five year for horwe steal! nv:
or lor to hold aanl prtml
under Sec
lie opened before the
txlW,
Chnrle Mnddox, three years for for mines will
revised
latiita ol the United
out between themselves.
Placer mining I Btu, bing tha aiaaaana required to
gery; Oronre Martinez two years for Btniuer is over.
deadly
weapon;
Ira
with
assault
two
weeks
bet'an
ura and rich I hoM tb wm for. Ihaj rear ending Dc- LOUIS MARC ATI.
Henry, UlfM years for Inirelarv, Two clean nps will be made later on. if C.ember f , iSoil, And if wlthii. !o day
alter this notice b publication vou tail
will ervo two
Ualinp lioiisehi'.-'k'T- S
TAOS NEWS.
will there is (fl (Helen t water to carry on or refuse to contribute your proportion
years. Two native cattle
g.t the stime term, ami a antovel) man the work. At present there is of such expetihiture lis co owner, your
From Taos Cresset.
will erve a year for lt
nlontvof water and there is a ireat iiiterc-- 1 in ( id claim will become the
property ol the subscriber under said
.
.
,
,
me mountains, !)L.clii 'ii J.m.
:eai c, snow 111 t.
V. C. Hyatt;
There is now in the District
although the valleys are dry and
iH, 1900,
)cc.
First
publication
NEWS
MINING
of
county
about
Court Funds
this
the roads dusty.
$1,7(K), which is sufficient to pay
development
the expenses of ti term of court
Consderable of
A.
NOTICE.
iviba'i ibV Kr the Puospectok
long enough to dispose of most of work has been started on the
the business on the docket.
k) p r year.
Cahestro this spring. A nuni- All perscrtis are hereby warned only 1.
Mr. and Mrs. !5urns were down her of tbe old prospectors have re not to trespass upon tbe June But;
from Uetl Hiver tins week tor a ttirned and have also relocated placer claim, or to remove any
ISSUED
few days and while here purchased their claims and will stay by them wood or timber from the said
J
E,
.iSTfJWAnuVAJ
N
W
a five acre tract of land north of this time.
premises.
-1
town from Donaeiano SantistevRn,
HV ttok n Specialty of Mail Orderr
June Bug M. & M. Co.,
upon which they will build this
Ed Hatton, Manager.
on
The Wm. Bryan mining lode
New Wlex.
summer and Income permauent
tbe Cabestro is owned by Win.
residents before another winter.
Foley has l2o feet of development
Mr. Bert Phillips got word flint
work, and has a tine four foot lead.
his two pictures were accepted at
Mr. Foley lias two other tine
Exposition at
the
and the ShelBuffalo. Out of 600 pictures sub- claims, the Harrison
Throughout
New Plata
don.
the
on
These
ame lead
are
mitted in New York only 48 wre
25.000
accepted and out of 300 submitted which is fivu or six feet wide.
fliraao and Definition
inonly
were
ten
takeu
Buffalo
at
Prepared under the direct
0
cluding Mr. Phillips' two. The
In the district court for Taos
supervision of W. T. HARRIS
RIFLES and
Ph.D., LL.D, United State
larger part of the axhibit cornea county, E. C. Abbott and A. J.
Commistioner of Education,
PISTOLS
from the studios of Europe.
Abbott, attorneys entered a suit
assisted by a large corps of
competent specialists and
have justly earned their repuG. F, Edward left for Queata for Ed. Hatton vs, The Hanker
editors.
tation for Accuracy, DurabilTuesday, where he waa called on Mining and Milling company, J.
ISTotionst
Rich Bindings. M 3364 Pagaa
ity
and
Penetration.
f the sickotea of his
COOBOt
3000 lllustrallen
E. Mollis and C. M. Morris, fori
THE CRACK SHOT is very
fathar-in-laPayne, who is afflictan accounting of a judgment forj popular among the boys. A
Better Than Ever for Home,
ed with dropsy.
School, snd Office.
take down, accurate .22 cali81,374.5(5 for material 'and labor'
rifle
for
ber
$4.00.
IJncle Bob Pooler went to Red
only
V
li, publiih
rent,
Call River a few days sgo. The June furnished the defendants. This,
Where theao rifled are not sold by
The latest magazines for sale at all times and novels to
Collegiate
Dictionary
Webster'
is situated on (ioose creek
property
dealers, v,e will send same cxprem
wiilt Glossary! aslUaWntd awl llir imi.
Bug people have made an offer to
" Piiataiaai in jsalijr asd !
on ri"ceipt ol price. Send
prepaid
iasi.1
of
best
the
one
properties
treat the ote of the Memphis mine, indil
HUitnp for catalog deaorihinir complete
and see us when yJv want anything in our line.
of
of huth
iuforru-BlleU.
payrt,
amount
development
for
vuliu.blu
the
'.icciiun
cuJUtiiiiug
line
and
which according to assay returns,
bonkn tti.l on
to uliootera.
work, that can be found In New!
O.I3C.MERAIAMCO.
ruuB up to $23 per ton.
The J. Stevens Arks and Tool Co.
ruLIKihoi
The mit is not (topping
B. O. Randall ha purchased his Mexico.
P. Q. Boi 27l
CillCnPCC f ALLS, MASS.
Opri
sflo'J, bj a,
t
mill site and has made such arrauge- - the work and the Sapsriwtair-rufi-

E. C. ABBOTT
Successors

Co.

&

to tlif
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THE RED RIVER STORE
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XdEerolia.33.cils.

HEAD QTJ ARTERS

Mis-tour-

HAY

i,

pri-one- rs

Wines, Lipuors and Tobaccoes.

11

a'-au-

GKisclorf 's Mammoth.
Storefine line of Boots and Shoes.

r

Hats

and Caps. Gents Clothing and also a
Jjarge Line of Ladies and (rents
Our
Under Clothing

Prices

A.re

JUST

Iair-

LUI

ION

Webster's
International
Dictionary

Taos,

Pan-Americ-

New Words

Books,

Drugs,

Stationery.
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tfiiIi.-.Uiun-
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Red
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RED RIVER,

-

NEW MEXICO.

The prediction is made that tin.
winter In the north woods of tho
Adirondack mountains has killed more
deer than hunters made away with

last

fall.

stage wedding of two members of
a burlesque troupe was announced to
be performed in a Washington theater,
but the high contracting parties found
It Impossible to secure the services of
person competent to perform the
ceremony.
A

The Rev. John Naile of Trappe, Pa.,
recently celebrated the 100th anniversary of his birth. He was born near
Westminster, Ind., February 18, 1801,
and Is probably the oldest clergyman
In the .United States.
Mr. Naile was
ordained at the age of 40.
Senate document No. 177 gives a report- of tests of fireproof woods from
the torpedo-boa- t
Winslow, the purpose
being to determine whether the process is enduring. The result was very
satisfactory, showing that the wood
treated five years ago had lost none
f Its fireproof qualities.
While cutting up a , poplar at his
saw mill In Lee county, Va., C. R.
Kesterton found an augur hole plugged
by a pin. On removing the pin he
found in the hole five $20 gold pieces
bearing dates between 1850 and 1860.
The coins are supposed to have been
hid there for safe keeping during toe
civil wur.
Whllo Mr. Carnegie was depleting
Jils fortune by $5,200,000 for libraries
In New York, Mr. John D. Rockefeller
was increasing uis by $0,200,000, representing a single quarterly dividend
on his Standard Oil stock.
If Mr.
Rockefeller wanted to get rid of his
profits on that stock alone he would
have to build about one ?S0,000 library
a day.

I

Vrecedence
j Al1
a deal of formality and
the business of being a
diplomat, and the family affairs of
a diplomat also come Into the tangle
at times, for the woman who Is the
head of the household of one of the
representatives of a foreign power often finds that her social plans are all
upset because her position Is not sufficiently exalted to warrant her adThere
red tape

Is
In

tp

Countess Cassini's

TYPHOID

EPIDEMIC.

TR CKS OUR WATCHES PLAV.
May Resnlt In Itr-- I
convenience to the Owner.
Watches often suffer from changesi
of temperature.
After a watch has
been worn next to a warm body all
day It should not be left over night oi
cold marble or near an open window..
The cold Is likely to contract the matal
pivots, and however slightly, tighten
up the works. The next morning, for
no apparent reason, one's watch will
be found to be losing time. It frequently happens that watches aro
slightly magnetized by static electricity given off by the human body. It
has been found that dark people are
more likely to exert this Influence
over their watches. This Influence Is,
besides, more common among women
than with men. Persons of this sort
can never hope to carry the correct
time unless they carry tholr watches
In rubber or steel cases. Never lay
your watch down for the night in a
horizontal position. It should always
be hung vertically, as it is carried during the day. If the pivot of the balance wheel he In the least worn this
change of position tends to loosen the
"cap jewel."
Everyone has had a
watch suddenly stop for no apparent
reason and go on again when slightly
shaken. This may not happen once
a year, but all watches are. liable to
such an accident. This Is due usually
to the catching of the delicate hair
spring. It is caused by some sudden
movement such as jumping on or off
a car. The jolt must come at the exact
fraction of a second when tho spring is
in position
to catch, so that the
chances of such an accident are rare.
A watch should be oiled every eighteen months. The oil dries up in this
time as a rule and if the mechanism
be run with the oil dry it quickly
wears out. In examining a watch all
Jewelers follow the same plan.
They
first look to sec if the hands are
caught.
If the fault lies deeper they
next take out the balance wheel and
examine the pin and pivots.
Next
they let down the main spring and
examine the wheels.
It sometimes
happens that a Jeweler will not find
the cause of the trouble for days. The
most difficult disorder to locate Is a
slight burr on one of the wheels.
Chicago Chronicle.

Very Small Causes
,

Triumph
lady.

She has lived in his house from
the time she was three years old, and
for tten years In China he bowed to
her caprices. The count is an. amiable
gentleman, fond of kittens and children.

.

Anjrcred by "Yellow" Journals.
In New York she was amazed mjbt
find her conduct set forth In Be
newspapers. She read this thruWgh
vances.
carefully, and, acting with fine dipOne of those who learned that lesson Is Countess Casslni, who is the lomatic training, decided she would
to Washington to convince
head of the household of the Russian return
people the articles were Dot so.
the
ambassador.
She knew when she returned that she
Privileges of Mntrnnfl.
would have to take her place below
When Mile. Casslni was in Washmarried ladies of other embassies, and
ington Inst winter she learned that. she was prepared to do so without a
under the rules which govern official murmur. She went to the White
society, only matrons are given the House dinner and had a famous, time
privileges and precedents of heads that evening with Minister Wu, who
of the households
of ambassadors. is great company for dinner or anyAs a maiden she must give way to where else. In fact, he is the cfctch
all the married ladles of tho Diploof the lot. Mrs. Wu was taken out by
matic Corps. This was very galling Count Casslni. She is also good comd
young lady. Her pany. In short, the Russians were In
to the
august uncle, Count Casslni, the Rus- luck.
sian ambassador, one of Russia's
Next day there were Boclety reports
strongest men, sympathized with her,
since through his Influence she was to the effect that the dashing Jtttle
made a countess In her own right by Countess had been sat down on siln,
the czar while In Russia last summer. when In reality she had been well
She had
I She expected
a good deal from this, treated and was delighted:
athough Just why is hardly clear. got over her disappointment and was
fcf It.
When the first diplomatic event was feeling that she was well out
objects of the reports was to
announced at the White House she The real
try to "rub it In."
prepared to assert her rights as a
It must be "onfessed, however, that
countess.
She received intimation
that, so far as precedent was con- Countess Casslni has but little tact,
is
cerned, she was only Mile. Casslni. and, with her uncertain temper,
and at the White House matrons sure to have social trouble before long.
The ladies of the other embassies do
were given precedence over maidens.
This was a blow to the little lady, so not like her; .they resent her being
called the belle of the diplomatic
she ran off to New York and imperiously declared that she would never corps. They are laying skillfully hidden traps for her. It is not even suphave anything to do with the
The posed that she will avoid them; she
capital.
American
count smiled. He Is used to the young probably will not try.
high-spirite-

unap-preciatl-

Out of $34,932,844 contributed in 1900
by charitable persons In the United

THE TYPHOID GERMS ARE NOT
INHALED.
They Are Swallowed
with Water or
with Food Tlie Katlns
of Raw
Vegetables Attended with Danger
Warning Given by Scientists.

Ashland's epidemic of typhoid fever
undoubtedly due to her drinking
water. In regard to the character of
which there has been more or less
complaint for some time
ist; but
there are other causes for typhoid epidemics, as the disease Is one that Is
quite eaBily disseminated, says the
Is

j

Milwaukee Wisconsin. Typhoid germs
are not Inhaled; they are swallowed,
with water or with food. General
cleanliness Is therefore recommended,
in addition to care as to the water supply. Foods that are cooked are thus
made inoccuous, as the germs are destroyed by the heat; but uncocked
foods, or food articles that are handled In shops after they have been
cooked, may carry typhoid germs Into
the alimentary system. Vegetables are
a source of infection, and unfortunately it is quite difficult to avoid
risks in the consumption of raw vegetables, such as lettuce, celery, radishes,
cabbage, or tomatoes.
The fact was
recently announced that Prof. Gualdi,
Of the bureau of hygiene of Rome, has
observed a close connection between
the prevalence of typhoid fever and
the seasons during which raw vegetables are consumed. This led to microscopical examinations of lettuce, celery and the other vegetables which are
generally consumed in a raw state,
with results which demonstrate that
such vegetables ma become a source
df infection.
The findings of Prof.
Gualdi have been duplicated by Or.
H. W. Wiley, chief chemist of the
of agricjilture, who states
that he Is In perfect agreement with
the foreign scientists who have come
to regard raw vegetables as one of the
leading sources of typhoid infection.
The "truck farms" and "market gardens" on, the outskirts of large cities
are in many instances fertilized with
sewage, refuse of various kinds, and
street sweepings. The vegetables from

these farms are particularly

States to educational institutions only
a little more than $1,000,000 was given
to southern schools and colleges. This
amount Includes donations for institutions intended for the exclusive instruction of both whites and blacks,
and but a small part of it cams from
the hands of northern givers.

The fate which seems to come to all
communistic colonies has overtaken
the Altruistic association formed about
a year ago near Burlington, N. J. The
plan of the promoters was to form a
settlement where there should be no
police or magisterial system and no
laws or rules save those of courtesy.
The novelty of farm life soon wore off,
and many of the colonists returned to
the busy world, where pay was better
and life more exciting.
Mrs. Ella Downey of Fontanelle, la.,
seeks divorce on altogether unprecedented grounds. Her husband, Frank
Downey, suffered the amputation of an
arm last fall and has kept the dismembered limb ever since.. This was bad
enough, but whenever he gets in ' a
tantrum he brandiishes it around the
house, knocking dishes off the tabl !
and beating the dog with it, thereby
severely shocking his wife's nervoiu
system.
Wherefore the lady seeks
separation and alimony..

year.

.Memphis Is now the mule center of
the world and hc-- r people are proud of
the distinction. But tho mule Is still
tho same unassuming and useful toiler that he always was.
Do Tonr Feet Ache and Barn?
Shake into your shoes, Allen's Foot-Easa powder for the feet. It makes
tight or New Shoes feel Easy. Cures
Corns, Bunions, Swollen,
Hot and
Sweating Feet. At all Druggists and
Shoe Stores, 25c. Sample sent FREE.
Address Allen S. Olmsted. LeRoy, N.Y.
"Papa, when people enn't get well
water, do they have to use sick wae,

ter?"

Garfield Tea purifies the blood, regulates' the digestive organs and promotes good health. It Is the hertv
medicine that has been used successfully for many years.

In tho next version Adam's story of
the transgression will probably rend:
"The woman Whom thou gavest to be
with ii ". she hypnotized me uud I did
eflt."

have

the fat
iln
A Cr

Creek man Waft recently
declare that ho Isn't In tho
ill
roe superstitious. He says-It'::i ,'f bnd luck when a person.
begins.
superstitious.
li-

:

DO

THIS?

FEEL LJKE

YOU

Pen l'ieture for Women.
" I am so nervous, there is not a
well inch in my whole body. I am so
weak at my stomach and have indigestion horribly, and palpitation of
the heart, anu l am losing nc.sn. inis
headache and backache nearly kills
me, and yesterday I nearly had hysterics ; there is a weight in the lower part
of my bowels bearing down all the
time, and pains n my groins and
thighs; 1 cannot sleep, walk, or sit,
and 1 believe I am diseased all over ;

no one ever Buffered ns I do."
This is a description of thousands of
cases which come to Mrs. l'inkham'a
attention daily. An inflamed and ulcerated condition of the sack of the
womb can produce all of these symp- -

Denies Asparilons

Against

His tJooil Nauio.

Some miscreant who probably owes
us a year's subscription and is therefore down on us, has started the story
that the editor bad a keg of be?r up
to his house last week. This is a base
canard and an outrageous attempt to
assassinate our character. We not
only do not drink beer, but were a keg
of the fatiful stuff to be delivered at
our house our wife would leave our
bed and board at ten minutes' notice.
If we find out how this thing started
we may bring suit for slander.
As Esquire Taylor, our trustworthy
and respected justice of the peace, was
going home from prayer meeting last
Thursday night alone the candle in
amount remain after the treatment, his lantern went out,
and after stumbit will neither Injure the flavor of the ling along
for a few rods the Judge ran
vegetable nor the health of the conagainst a hog lying In the road and
sumer. The only thing involved by
Was precipitated head over heels. The
the precaution is the time of the cook shock
so unnerved him that he was
helper.
cook's
or the
confined to his bed for three days. We
congratulate him on his narrow escape
He Loved Animals.
from a horrible death. Many a man
everyKlngsley's
for
love
Charles
has fallen over a hog at night never to
thing that had life was remarkable. rise more.
He spoke of all living creatures as his
Last Tuesday a traveling agent for
friends, and saw In them the handia patent door spring came along, and
work of God. On his lawn lived a famwe gave him forty cents in cash to afily of natterjacks (running toads) that fix one of the springs to the outer door
dwelt from year to year In the same of the Patriot office.
It is the first
hole in a green bank which a Bcythe and only one of Its kind In Bluff City,
was never allowed to approach
He and we are being congratulated on
had two little friends In a pair of
every hand for our enterprise and pubthat made their home in a lic spirit. As we have often said becrack of the window frame In his fore, nothing will be left undone to
dressing room. One of these he had make the Patriot a power in the land.
saved from drowning In a hand basin
Chicago News.
e
taking It tenderly out Into the
to dry. Every spring he would
A Gentleman.
look eagerly for this pair of wasps
There Is probably but one definition
or their cnildren, watching for them
yet there
to come out from or return to the of the word "gentleman,"
ways of expressing that defimany
are
crack.1
same
The little flycatcher that
Thackeray gives perhaps the
nition.
built Its nest every year under his
pleaBing expression
window wa3 a constant Joy to most direct and
of the word In the following:
"To be
him. He had also a favorite slowwoin
a gentleman Is to be honest, to be genparish-oners
in- the churchyard, which
his
generous, to be brave, to be
were warned not to kill under tle, to be
possessing
and,
wise,
these qualthe mistaken idea that slowworms ities, to use them in all most
gracethe
The same love for
were poisonous.
ful outward manner."
At another
God's creatures was encouraged In his
great novelist defines a. genchildren. He taught them to admire time the
tleman in these words:
"Perhaps a
every
to
gently
living
handle
and
Toads,
frogs, beetles and gentleman is a rarer man than some of
thing.
think. Which of us can point out
worms were to them not repulsive us
many such In his circle; men whose
things, to be killed as soon as seen,
alms are generous; whose truth Is not
but wonders from the hand of God.
only constant in its kind, but elevated
Youth's Companion.
In Its degree; whose want of meanness
makes them simple; who can look the
World's Oldest Inbabl.ants.
world honestly in the face with an
The oldest persons In the world, ac- equal manly sympathy for the great
cording to facts guthered by the Hun- and the small?" Huxley defines the
dred Year Club of New York, are izai word in this manner: "Thoughtful-nes- s
Rodofsty, of Mobcow, Russia, who Is
for others, generosity, modesty
in his 136th year, and Mrs. Nancy and
are the qualities which
Hollifield, of Battle Creek, Mich., who make a real gentleman or lady, as disis 117. Rodofsty was reported by Dr. tinguished from the veneered article
Joseph Jornossky, of Moscow, who which commonly goes by that name."
says the old man comes of a
d
family.
His father died at 120
Condolenee to Mrs. Lincoln.
years.
Rodofsty's sight Is good, but Victoria's
When President Lincoln was assassihis hearing 1b poor. Mrs. Hollifield nated Queen Victoria whote the fol
has livei a temperate, simple life, do- lowing letter to Mrs. Lincoln: "I am
ing housework for years.
overwhelmed, dear MrB. Lincoln. What
can earthly being say to lessen the terLloyd Mistaken for Roosevelt.
rible blow tb i' hac come upon you
Thomas Jefferson Lloyd, an assistin tho loss, and the loss In such a way,
of the United States of your great and noble husband? Acant
senate, though in a general way to- cept with this my heartfelt sympathy
tally unlike
Roosevelt, in your affliction, through which tha
yet in some mysterious way always good God alono can guide you to
strikes one as resembling the strenu- peace and resignation. My people are
ous New Yorker. Visitors to the na- shocked by this terrible calamity,
tional capital often mistake his iden- which Is to mi' a personal grief. My
tity and even Washington officials fall tears ami prayer are yours. May tie
into the same error.
comfort aad protest you always."

Mas. John Wjlliaus.

torn, and

no woman should allow
herself to reach such a perfection of
misery when tbere is absolutely no
need of it. The subject of our portrait in this sketch, Mrs. Williams of
Englishtown, N.J., has been entirely
cured of such illness and misery by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and the guiding advice of Mrs.
Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.
No other medicine has such a record
for absolute cures, and no other medicine is "just as good." Women who
want a cure- - should insist upon getti
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound when the3' ask for it at a store.
Anyway , write a letter to Mrs. Pink-haat Lynn, Mass., and tell her all
your troubles. Her advice is free.

a
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Like a Thief
the night Croup comes, choking;
and strangling your little ore attempting to take away the life so
dear to you.
in

Acker's
English
Remedy

sun-sHih-

(

i

hennl
Sltgh te(

BLUFF CITY LOCALS.
The Editor

sand-was-

It has long been a disputed question
whether America was peopled from
Asia. The' chief argument against the
theory that man made his approach
to thlr continent across Bering st,rait
has been the lack of resemblance In
culture between the aborigines of this
country and the known races of Asia.
COUNTESS CASSINI.
This may be accounted for, a Washington scientist maintains, by the fact
the dormitories. The commander said
Florae Italian Soldier. H
that all the Asiatic arts and customs
would- in the course of generations
The Bersoglieri, quartered at San on that, and on many other occasions,
have been frozen. out of any migratory Remo, ar the fleetest infantrymen in "I am proud of your agility."
peoples In their getting around Bering the world. La Marmora created the
trait. As the tribes moved northward corps, asking his sovereign, Carlos
Dying- Woman Tried Homemade Coffin.
they would lose the characteristics of Alberto for "the worst soldiers in 'your
The coffin made for her by her hustheir life, one after another, notably majesty's army," in order that the band in the chamber where she lay
agriculture and domestic animals, until general might form them Into a 'force dying, and in which she reclined for
finally, pressing near the polar circle after his own heart. He aimed at junkthe purpose of ascertaining whether it
their whole energies would be absorbed ing his men sharp and resourceful was a good fit, so well pleased Mrs.
In finding food and keeping warm. mentally and physically thoroughly Mary Moore Humphrey, of New HaWith his culture thus frozen out, ac- active. One of his ideas to these ends, ven, Conn., that she encouraged Mr.
cording tp this theory, early man an Italian general tells me, was to Humphrey to make others for himcrossed Bering strait, and as he moved have all the doors very quietly locked self and his mother. He has accordsouthward on this continent developed wnen the men were In quarter, and to. ingly done so and says they give
improved wayB of living, but after: such have the first dinner bugle sounded; great satisfaction. The only criticism
a long interval of time that the new one moment afterward he had the sec- Mrs. Humphrey had to offer was that
customs were entirely distinct from ond dinner bugle blown. The men ,ln the coffin was "a trifle snug" at the
obedience to the call, rushed.with' their shoulderB.
those of Asia.
It caused no great inconpannikins in hand, to the doors to venience,
The new French law as to the pro- find' themselves locked in. The stand- pected less however, and as she exwhen she occuvision of seats for shop assistants ing order were to present themselves pied it for discomfort
the last time, she called for
came Into force on Jan. 1. AH shops Immediately after the second call, get
no alterations. Monday she was laid
.and similar places where goods are ofil.ii rations, and return at once to away In a coffin built In her presence.
fered for sale by a female staff must quarters. So the men let themselves
be provided in each room with a num- down from the windows by means of
A Tall Man'
Club.
ber of seats equal to that of the wo- sheets and blankets, their pannikins
man there employed. This law dlflers held between their teeth. They reA Tall Men's Club has been organfrom that which will come into force ceived their portion of the usual thick ized In the University of Pennsylvania.
In Germany on April 1. The latter pro- soup and bread. The bread they pock- It has twelve members, each of whom
vides only for "a sufficient number" of eted, but the soup was more difficult Is six feet two inches or more in
eats. The English law of 1899 pro- to deal with. Some spilled a few drops height. Six other men, termed "shorvides one seat for each thres women of it; others lost half their supply, but ties," because they are only six feat
employ it the supposition being that out of 700 men all but two hauled one lnob In height, are associate
all are not idle at the same time .
themselves up, hand over hand, into

you tried Hubs' Bleaching Blue,
mg blue that dcUajhts the-lauhiAll grocers sell It.

danger-

ous, and the health officers who have
given the subject their attention are
in favor of official inspection In order
to safeguard consumers against Infection with typhoid fever. The scientists who have been investigating the
vegetables are not warning people
against the eating of lettuce, celery,
etc.; on the contrary, they declare
that it would not be wise to discourage the consumption of such products
of the fields and gardens.
But they
suggest the sterilization of vegetables
which are eaten raw. by the use of a
three per cent solution of tartaric
aeld. After the vegetables are washed
in the solution they should be washed
a second time, in sterilized water. It
Is said that tartaric acid Is easily removed, and that even should a small

The billposters' association of England exercises a censorship over the
posters appearing on the London
hoardings.
A recent case was the
poster of the play "Greed of Gold."
Tho scene pictured showed a woman
in the foreground, in light attire, with
her throat cut. All the members of
the association refused to post it. The
duties of the censors are said to ba
exercised with tact and discrimination.

Gold and Silver In the Arts.
The world'n manufacturers use ninety tons of gold and 515 tons of silver a

beil-roo-

at this time

is the friend in need.
will relieve the sufferer at once,
and by healing membrane of throat

It

and lungs prevent a further attack.
Don't delay one day, mothers. If
you haven't Acker's get it. Acker's,
will cure Coughs and colds in a day.
"Two of my children owe theii lives to
Ackkr's ENGLISH RsMtpv. It relieves
t once. I am never without it."
MRS. F. J. WEBER, Buffalo.

Write to us for testimonials and
free illustrated book on Consumption.
Sold

at S5e,

and SI. on a bottle.

SOo

If you are not satisfied return the bottle to
your drilKiclyt, and fet your money baek.
W. H. Bsukertl'o., Proprs., Buffalo, N. T.
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IS A MAN OF GENIUS.

It Kierteil Orer On
Family a Fortune.
They were In the Turkish bathhouse
and a loosely-drape- d
sheet exposed a
mole on the left shoulder of the blonde
one. That started the conversation.
"Have It removed!" ahe echoed In
response to the suggestion of her dark
friend. "Well, not Just now. It would
be somewhat of a trial, I'll admit. If
it was a little higher up, but my evening gowns are not cut down to it yet.
"Even If fashion decreed that they
should be, I would hesitate about parting with It. Have you one? No?
Well, perhaps that has nothing to do
with the case after all. I don't know
that ordinary moles have any effect
on the fortunes of their possessors, but
there Is something about this one of
mine that makes It very dear to ibb.
Oh, there's no secret about It and I
don't mind telling you.
"You know I am quite superstitious
about many things. Well, this mole Is
not the first to appear in our family.
my
In fact, my
grandfather and my father each had
one, and as there were no sons of my
parents the family mole seems to have
descended to me. None of the other
girls has one.
"What happened to my
mole does not appear In the
family records and he probably kept It
to the end of his days. Not so with
my grandfather. He' yielded to personal vanity and got rid of It In the
way by tying a silk
thread around It. Luck promptly
turned against him and he died poor.
"My father started In life with little
or nothing, but was successful In a
central New York business, and while
still a young man amassed a comfortable fortune.
About this time some
new electrical treatment for the cure
of skin blemishes was widely advertised and my father fell a victim to it
and had his mole aken off. Shortly
afterward he decided to give up his
business in New York to enter what
looked like a more promising field In
California.
"We all moved out there and the
country and climate were admirable,
but business was not and complete
failure followed. Of course, you may
think that the removal of the mole
had nothing to do with this fact, but
I am firmly convinced that It had all
to do with it
"Now, I have been fairly prosperous
in my limited career, and I Intend to
avoid the errors of my ancestors and
cling to the mole."
And the dark one nodded her head
In silent approval.
And the Influence

THE REMARKABLE CAREER
PROF. PUPIN.

OF

In.entor of

Ocean Telephone TOM
Hoy Came to
Poor Slav I mi1:
Thl Country from A nutria In 1874
A Remarkable Career.

Prof. Pupln, of Columbia university,
who has recently gained international
reputation aa the Inventor of the ocean
telephone, is the hero of a remarkable
career.
Few men even in America have risen-nquickly and In the face of so many
obstacles as he. The man who has announced the greatest Invention since
the telephone, came to New York In
1874, almost penniless and without a
word of English. In 26 years he has
become an authority on electricity, a
professor In Columbia university and
disposes of a single one of his inventions for half a million dollar.
Of Slavonian Deacent.
Prof. Michael I. Pupln Is a Slav, coming from the military frontier of Austria. Like all young men of his country, he was sent to a military school.
He ran away In 1874 and came to this
country. The appearance of New York
struck the young Slav with terror. He
was unable to ask for a direction, and
every business seemed barred against
him. He was without a single friend.
Like most Immigrants In his position, he went to the country and began
work on a farm as a day laborer. Within a month he had learned to speak
enough English to warrant his returning to New York. His teacher was the
daughter of the farmer who employed
him. The IeS3'ons followed the long
day's work and lasted usually till past

midnight.
The next
struggle.

five

Pupln

years saw a severe
worked at anything

r,

HAS NO USE FOR
PROF. MICHAEL I. PUPIN.
and everything which would yield an
honest living. Then he invented a holder for newspapers, and this little venture netted him several thousands In
profit. He Immediately prepared himself for Columbia, entering the college
In 1879. He graduated In 1883.
Self Supporting- Student.
While still supporting himself, Pupln
went to the University of Cambridge,
Eng., and afterward to Berlin, where
he specialized under the famous Prof.
He took his degree of Ph.
Helmholtz.
D. with honor in Berlin, returned to
New York and was appointed an Instructor at Columbia In 1889. When the
electrical engineering department was
started at Columbia he was placed in
charge.
Pupln has been favorably
Prof.
known for years as a practical electrician. He has patented electi'lcal inventions which promise wide utility.
The Importance of his latest discovery
can scarcely be overestimated. It enables telephone circuits to be connected
over ordinary telegraph wlrea, thus
disposing of the necessity of using copper wires. It will be possible to telegraph and telephone over the same
wire at the same time. With the new
system we will soon talk across the
Within five years, says
continent.
Prof. Pupln. we will talk by telephone
from New York to Ixmdon.
Keen That Will Keep.

It Is said that a carload of evaporated eggs, valued at $14,000, was lately
shipped from Springfield, Mass., for San
Francisco, where It will be placed on
a steamer bound for Cape Nome. The
screwtop
eggs were put in
cans, sixty cans in a case, and will
answer any purpose In the culinary
line except boiling. The moisture being taken out of them when they are
prepared leaves nothing to boll. The

establishment
in the world is located at Springfield.
The process of evaporating is done
with hot air, and it takes eight hours
to thoroughly evaporate an egg. About
four dozen are equal to a pound of the
preparation. The Springfield factory
people, and its
employs seventy-fiv- e
capacity for consuming eggs is about
largest

The goods are shipped
to all foreign countries, and in Europe
especially there is a big demand, as
the English government has placed the
preparation on the hospital supply list.
The Klondike country is a heavy user
of this brand of evaporated eggs, as
no matter what the price of the freah
hen fruit may be or how scarce It is,
the evaporated egg retains its old
price, and is always on hand and ready
for business. New England Grocer.
Only Moequltoea Carry Yellow Fever.
The commission consisting of Drs.
Reed, Carroll und Agramonte, which
has been Investigating yellow fever
near Havana, has arrived at two Important conclusions, first, that the specific cause of the disease is unknown,
and sond, that It can be carried only
Consequently the disby mosquitoes.
infection of clothing and houses Is useless. It hao been settled furthermore,
that yellow fever Is not due to dirt,
tt may occur In the cleanest localities.
400 cases a i..y.

A LIAR.

How Minister TOtl Squelcked an Untruthful Correspondent.
One of the most commendable char-

acteristics of the Chinese minister at
Washington is his franksess. He does
not hesitate to express his opinion upon all matters that are brought to his
attenlon. One day he was visited by a
Washington newspaper correspondent,
who is perhaps not alone in his profession in regarding himself as a great
man. Before he had learned anything
whatever from Mr. Wu, Mr. Wu was
plying him with his usual questions.
When the query as to the amount of
his weekly stipend was put the correspondent heaved up his chest,
stroked his mustache with pride and
prepared to astonish the simple celestial. "One hundred and fifty dollars a
week!" he exclaimed. "It Is too much,"
came quick as a shot from the minister's Hps; "it Is altogether too much
you are not worth more than $25 a
week."

Later on, by dint of
of other newspaper men, Mr. Wu
k
visitor
learned that his
had prevaricated to the extent of about
$90 per week. The next time this gentleman called at the Chinese legation
and sent his card to the minister he
was accorded an audience, but the first
thing the minister said to him was:
"You lied to me about your salary. It
you will He about such a thing as thsit
you will lie about anything. I do not
trust you. I have nothing to tell you.
I want to revise my former estimate of
$lu0-a-wee-

your value Instead of being worth $35
a week you are not worth anything,
sir. Good day."

d

Mrs. Theodore Koosevelt.

ol fcWI
As the wife of
United States Mrs. Roosevelt will be
obliged to assume a prominent position
In the world, and It must be said fcr
her that she has yielded to the IneviThe
table with grace and dignity.
state of Mrs. McKlnley's health precludes the possibility of her taking
active part In society, which relegates
the responsibilities of "the first lady
Theie
In the land" to Mrs. Roosevelt.
Is much curiosity In Washington society concerning the new leader. There
will not be much Been of her until neit
The
year, however.
family will not take up a permanent
residence In Washington until next
fall.
Mrs. Roosevelt was a Miss Edith
Kermit Carow. She is now about 88
years old, and, while not a beautiful
woman, possesses an unusual attractiveness of face and figure. She has nr.
nt

unmistakable appearance of racial distinction, and has also the simple, gracious manners of a truly aristocratic
woman.

She dresses extremely

Diary of Major Andre.
The dairy of Major Andre, after lying hidden for a hundred years,
in England. This
been discovered
interesting find was made by Lord
(Jre.v the other day, while be wns going over a lot of old family papers thai
probably bnd not been disturbed since
the conclusion of the American Avar of
Independence.
The dlnry Is a story of the cnmiin'cn,
day by day, during the years 1777-8- .
It Is simply but Interestingly told from
the soldier's standpoint, and Is accom
panied by maps, apparently drawn by
Andre himself, nnd with a skill t liar
would make liim the equal of any mili

FATAL WASP STINOS.

AN HEREDITARY MOLE.

well.

Value of Muulclpal Waterworks.

Greater New York has $125,000,000
Invested in water works, Chicago

They Are

a

Deadly Poison to Rome Peo
pie.

In an article on the stings of wasiw
a British medical journal cites the following two cases which have conic
under his notice: A strong, benltby
wns stung on the
girl of twenty-seveOn reneck by a WMp and fuiutcd.
gaining
she complained
of a general reeling of numbness nud
partial blindness nod vomited; she suffered severe nlMloinlnal pnln. She recovered In the course of a few hours.
Two months Inter she was stung again,
this time on the hand. Her face became flushed, she again complained of tary hydrographer of
The dlnry ceases too early to throw
numbness and blindness, suddenly became very pale, fainted and d'il new light upon the motives which
twenty-fivminutes after she Wife prompted the tragic ending of hisA-nreer, but it gives Interesting glimpses
stung.
Another case was that of a girl of of the personality of one of the his
twenty-twyears who was stung by toric figures of the Revolution.
a wasp behind the angle of the Jaw.
Cow Worship in Africa.
The sting was at once extracted and
Two short inarches on February nth
ammonia applied. In a few minutes
she complained of fnlntnees and would and 6th brought us to a long pool of
have follen If she had not been sup- still water. Here we found another
ported. Her face assumed an expres- branch of the Magols, who called
sion of great anxiety and a few min- themselves Katna. To my surprise I
utes later she was tossing on the bed, discovered these people to be cow worcomplaining of a horrible feeling of shipers and to indulge In certain rites
choking and of agonizing pain In the which were supposed to be peculiar to
chest and abdomen. Brandy gave no the Hindu religion. The origin of this
relief. There was nausea, but no vom- cow worship Is presumably the same
iting. She rapidly became Insensible with file Katua as with the Hindu,
and died fifteen mlnutfw after receiv- traceable to the great dependence
ing the sting. The most probable ex- placed upon the animal for sustenance.
planation of such cases seems to He in The Katua eat the cow, but all their
what Is known as Idiosyncrasy that people turn out when the beast is
is, nbnormal sensitiveness In particu killed and go through much ceremony.
lar Individuals to certain toxic agents. They would not sell a single cow. The
It Is well known that drugs vary 1'ichJ Geographical Journal.
in action on different people. Wha i
a safe dose, for one Is dancerouslv
The Twentieth Century.
largo for another. The Inability of The twentieth century began January
1901, and will end with 2000.
People
some people to eat strawberries or 1st.
did
baafn to reckon time from A. D. 1,
shellfish
is another instance of the but not
or
year
660th
waited until about the
same phenomena. The active agent of the Christian era. People who begin to
s
Hostet-ter'great
take
restorative,
the
health
bee stings is generally believed to be
Stomach Bitters, Immediately after
formic acid. It, therefore, seems very the first
outbreak of dyspepsia, malaria,
desirable that we should have more rheumatism, constipation, nervousness or
occurate Information regarding the kidney trouble will date their cure Imaction of this drug on different species mediately from them.
of the lower animals and through them
Giants of Old In Sardinia,,
on man himself.
Sardinia Is celebrated for the tombs
which prove that preli isl oriciilly it wns
STRETCHING IT TOO FAR.
Inhabited by great giants. Recently
four new tombs have been found which
Privilege Does Not Penult a in.... to contain skeletons over nine feet long.
n

coiiru-lousne-

e

o
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Aid His Client's r:srape.
.lodge Thomas of the United States
court lias n correct idea of legal ethics
and he enforces his views with refreshing directness and decision In his
declaration that the relation of attorney and client does not excuse an attorney from withholding evidence
bearing upon nu intention or arrangement on the part of the client to perform some illegal act in the future or
the actual doing of such an act. A
man under indictment had been admitted to bail and then fled. The
grand jury desired to learn who helped
him in bia flight.
The lawyer ....o
represented him said he was employed
to do so by a third person, and the
grand jury desired to roach this third
person and find out where the accused
man was nnd who wns privy to his
escape. The lawyer declined to give
this Information on the ground that
his relation with a client was privileged. Judge Thomas refused to recognize this as within the proper limits
of professional confidence and ordered
him to answer the questions. New
York Tribune.

Cause of Appendicitis.
some Paris doctors are to be believed, there will be no more operations for appendicitis,
ltecent experiments have shown that the
malady is due in many cases
to helminthiasis, which means the
presence of two kinds of worms,
and trlchocephell, in the caecum.
In one case a doctor's daughter wns
about to be operated on for appendicitis on the report of two experts that it
was inevitable, when she was cured by
the administration of santonin.
The mode of discovering the worms
was by an examination of the excreta,
which proved to contain quantities of
eggs.

If

much-dreade-

d

Gabb There goes n man who is worth
a million. Numskull Not to me. "What
mukea him so vuluable?

A Chicago

paper says: "Patent

Boston, $15,000,000;

Baltimore,
Cincinnati. $10,000,000; St.

$18,000,000;
Louis, $20,000,000; Philadelphia, $36,.
$8,000,000;
000,000; Pittsburg,
Newark, $10,000,000, Milwaukee. $5,000,-00- 0;
San Francisco, $25,000,000; Cleveland, $10,000,000; New Orleans,
and Providence $6,000,000.

There are two affliction which
perhaps give the most pain
and trouble, fit)

Sciatica

svt i b.r iii.K
At any time by the glaHs or barrel. Cider receipt free. Send your address and
this advertisement to Cleveland Cider
Company. Madison. Lake County, Ohio.

"How Is your husband. Mrs.
"Oh. he's bad enough."

Goode-nough?-

and

Lumbago

"

Both disable and cripple,
but

3

The bluest blue makes the whitest
white, thnt s Rus' Bleaching Blue, the
modern bag blue.

St. Jacobs Oil

"Vox Popull will attpnd to mv Interests." said the candidate. And then nil
the boys deserted lilm because they
heard hp hnd hired un Italian to manage
his campaign.

ia
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Plwi's Cure for Consumption is an Infallible
medicine for coughs and colds. N. W. Samuei
Ocean Orove, N. J.. Feb. 17. 1900.

Denver Directory.

Pat Crowe seems to he as hard to find
an Patrick's flea. F.very time he got his
finger on It why. It wasn't there.

SADDLES and HARNESS

s

Fruit is a necessary article of diet Its
prime essences ar in Primi.y ' California

Fruit

Gum.

Probably Plnkerton would be glad to
pay Funston twice his present salary.
There are big rewards offered for the
capture of Pat Crowe.
If You Have Dyspepsia

Send no money, but write Dr. Khoop. Hactne, Wis.,
Box 14.1. for kU home of Dr. Snoop's Keatomlve;
express paid. If cured, py r,.w If not, it Is free.

After being killed a great many times
Agulnaldo has finally been captured.
Mrs. TOInslow's Soothing Syrup- For children teething, softens the gums, reduoes
flammation, allays pain, cures wlndcollc.

their beat cure

I

J

They eost yon nothlnir for examination.
tlou'le harness with breeching tor till aw double tara harness
wim orea "
for SJ7 Jr
Horn Stock .addle for PO, m
ateel tiorn saddle
double
cblncba
for 115. Do not
by
be deceived
worthless lm
II
la
:
out send
your order direct
to us and itet ton
best genuine oak

IJ

nun

tanned harness

for examination before paying for same. Catalogues free. All goods stamped Kit K D MUBLLEK,
5
Larimer Btreet, Ienrar, Colorado.

In-

THE DENVER TENT

i'.c a iiottlo.
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Fears have been expressed that the
FUg!, Bamirioci'i, On Sieii
peace and quiet of the vice presidency
1..11 Arapiiboo
Stroel
may be rudely disturbed by the Colorado
Hon hunter.
DTI 1IV Elastic Stockings. Belts. KneeCaps, Ank-- . BROWN PALACE HOTEUTS-IJ

stook

Foot EaeeT

to order. Complete
lets. Etc.. Etc..
of THIMSKS, CKLTC1IKS, BATTKlllES.
K.iM.vr uoods.
The J. Durbln
Suncloul & Dental Supply Co.,
UAW Curtis
St ,
Hoover,
Colorado.

European and American plans,

ilT&Qanit

Violin strings, wire 20o a set, gut
'41c a set,
strings
, gn.
i.n
'
'
L. HU8CHENBER(i
ICth St., Denver!
A CO..

('..it.Mandolin
B&
40c;

UUi--

e,

dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
Gold & Silver Bullion
XfiSfFJig!"
It may seem strange that n man has Concentration Tests 100
twi-ntpockets and a woman none at
Lowren.e St.. D.uy.r. Cokta
probably If she had forty ..36-173pockets she would still carry her purse
iii her hand.
S

nll-r-b- ut

The system cannot be In good condition when the bowels are constipated.
Take Garfield Tea, it cures constipation and effectually regulates the liver.

In a short time the man who writes
a check will not be reminded of the
Maine by having to look round for a
stamp to make the document legal.
Each package of PUTNAM FADELESS DYES colors either Silk, Wool
or Cotton perfectly.
Not having any Islands on hand, the
peopie of Spain will be obliged hereafter to pull off their revolutions nt
home.

Rheumatism, neuralgia, soreness,
pain, Bore throat and all bodily suffering relieved at once by Wizard Oil. Internally and externally.
The Chinese Kmpress loses sleep.
Her dinner has to wult
While In the glass she takes a peep
To see if her head's on straight.
TO CPRK A COLT IN ONK DAI.

Take. Laxative Ukomo (Jui.nims Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if it f.Ua to cure.
E. W. Grove's slgnuture Is on the box. 25c.

ies, 8. 11. Atwater, owuer.
Canon City, Colorado. A very
complete variety of largo and
Small f rulu, Rosea, Ornamental and Kruit Trees. Hhrubs
shade Trees a specialty. Send

TREES

tor catalogue frea

W. L. DOUGLAS

$3

$3.50

&

SHOES

"JSSl

The real worth of tnv 93.00 anil U.M) shoes compared with
My 4.0(1 Ollt Edge Lluecaunot be
other makes in 4.00 to
equalled at any price. Beit hi the world for men.
I mnke unit sell more turn' tine fttmen, Goodyonr
'fltdlitml-Hewfri
other muniil'iic
ihnn any on
to y one who cma
theworld.
I t ill pay
turerlnthut
my atutement 1 not (rue.
prove
sicix-.llW- .
I.. lPot.g1f.fl.
Take no af.tltfitt ? Insist on having W. L. Douglas shoes
with name and price stamocd on bottom. Your deafer should
keep them ; I give ono dealer exclusive sale ia each town. Jf
be does not keep them and will not get them for you, order
direct from factory, enclosing price and 25c. extra for carriage.
New Spring Catalog free.
Over 1,000,000 satisfied wearers.

.),

Fut

Color Eyfllete

uedxoltuWly.

W.

L. DOUGLAS,

Brockton,

Mass.

A $300& Piano '$180
FULiLT

WARRANTED

Brand New, Full Scale, Almost Any Style, Yovir
Choice in Woods. j& & j& Stool and Scarf Free

New Organs $50 up. Musicians of tKe Highest
ranK use and endorse tKese makes; Steinway,
A..B.Chase, Everett, Fischer, Kimball, Smith &
Pianos; A.B.Chase and Kimball Organs
Barnes
Anybody sending us
the names and addresses of! ten persons who hav.
no piano or orgun will receive copy of sheet muBic free, your own selection.

Denver

Music Co.

Knight-Campbe- ll

man tries to be
Sometimes a t
onie a tnachlin made officeholder.

$100.00 Reward

To protect your health and our reputation, we will gladly pay this big reward to any one who will furnish us Information on which we can secure conviction of a dealer who tries to sell worthless fake imitations, when CASCARETS
are called fcr. When you're offered something "just as good", it's because there is a little more money in the fake.
d
Buy CASCARETS from the honest dealer. They are always put up in blue metal boxes with
d
C on the cover every tablet stamped C. C. C, and they are never sold in bulk. Remember this and whenever fakes are offered when CASCARETS are called for, get all the details and write us on the subject at once.
trade-marke-

long-taile-

SIX MILLION BOXES
SOLD LAST YEAR
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BEST FOR BOWELS AND LIVER.
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river trouble, vollow cob
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10c.

25c.

50c.

NEVER SOLD IN SUl K.

DRUGGISTS

blilou.ur.,
adleltla,
MWell. nni

UI AKANTIKD TO CV1I all bowel troablrs,
bad breath, bad blood, wind oa tbe acoaaacb, bloa
,

arauwmatM

J

H and up

Are
Allen's
COLOHADO TENT A AWNING CO. Iloberl
THE Guttfliall,
Pres. Largest manufacturers in the
It is the only cure for Swollen,
il
Lawronce St., Denver
Smarting, Burning, Sweating
Feet, .B. E. BURLINGAME & CO., West. Write for cat Tg.
Corns and Bunions. Ask for Allen's
TRUNKS, TRUNKS, TRUNKS,
WholeFoot-Easa powder to be shaken into kSSAY OFFICE n
Co., Dearer
laboratory sale and retail. A. E. Meek Trunk A theBagWest.
the shoes. At all Druggists and Shoe
1866.
in
Samples
mail
Colorado,
fletabHshed
of
Stores, 25c. Sample sent FREE. Ad- ex press will receive prompt and carefu attention The RMky Mountain Nurser-

THE TABLET
0;

I Beware of Them

1

Office

reports show Colorado has more Inventors than any other state, but why
should one get bear stories patented?"
Ton Using

There l more Catarrh in this section of the
rmmiry than all other diseases put together,
sad until the last few .veaia was supposed to be
incurable. For a groat many years doctors pronounced It a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, nnd by constantly falling to euro
with local treatment, pronounced it Incurable.
Sclcnco has proven catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hull's Catarrh Cure,
by P. J. Cheney 4 Co., Toledo. Ohio,
is the only constitutional cure on the market
It Is taken internally In doses from 10 drops to
a tcaspoonful. It acts directly nj.on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case tt falls tocure.
Send for circulars and testimonials. Address
F. J. CHENG Y it CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold bv llriitfuists. Trie.
Ball's Family Pills are the best
X
X
"How did you manage to entertain all J?
those Intellectual HoNtonlnna?" "I started a discussion as to whether beans
should be baked with or without

aaoa.r nntaatoat.

aVAKAMTKBBMaw
TO CCBIl Fir nan ao taa arat boa taava avur
wa. .old.
It l.o.er.lx IIIU.b.lM a Tar, maMi
aM
akeolate proof of letat aiorit.
alaatlar aaadlelna In the world.
TaL la
absolutely
Wo
faltk,
and will Mil C'AMlAHjBTB
oar boat teatlaaoalal.
money refanded. Go bay today, two OW r.ea. air.
enre
or
to
Earanteed kooe.t trial, aa per .laiplo dlre.tloaa, aad V you areeaapay
aoa aaUaBed
baa to
baa aad tbe
after aalaa one Oe bo i retura tbe unuaod
CSV
aulebly
bl
yon
follow aad
Health will
will
of OAaHJAaiCXa. Boob free by Dull. Adl
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PRINTING WITHOUT INK.
Proceea

Tht

Proving a VMM

l

Sue-W-

El: 5 n nil.
ure Raid to be much InterIII

Printers
ested

In the work
of an English
photographer, a Mr. F. Greene of London, who has met with considerable
success in producing a paper by means
of electricity which may be printed
upon without employing Inks or the
use of any previous sensltliing matter
by saturation, as has hlthertofore been
done. Instead of saturating this
paper with the sensitizing
materials, as has hitherto been done,
it has been found best to mix them
with the pulp in the process of manufacture, and so a radical departure
has been made and a new machine-mad- e
paper has been invented that has
rare properties. The chemicals used
are abundant and cheap, so that this
paper can be produced as cheaply as
common paper. The prepared paper Is
stable and colorless. It is unaffected
by any other agent than the electric
current; may be kept Indefinitely and
sent to the press directly from the roll
as manufactured, with no preliminary
treatment whatever; yleldB Instantly
a dencc black, permanent print, requires no subsequent fixing or development; Indeed, is ready for distribution immediately, as there Is nothing
like Ink to smirch or require drying;
briefly, it meets all the requirements
of a perfect medium for electric print-

BBOOAR'B

f STORIES EROtt OUR EXCHANGES

$8j

DoK

BANK ACCOUNT,
Earned asa.000
Master.

For the past ten years

s)3csxs)e

The enreer of Jonathan Prentiss
r.
"This little girl, ' said Mother Aman- the mountain boy who became a dons yesterday, "accompanied me as
senator, Ir entertainingly d scribed by the representative of the BOO Indian
Cyrus Patterson Jones In
for children who are being educated In the
March. The senator's Iovh of humor diocese of Helena
by the Ursullne
Is thus described:
nuns. Dressed in the costume of her
"His wit Is one of the most at- people, with her gay feathers and
tractive of his gifts. He enn tell a
dress, she was present- story with wonderful effect. His keen ed to the holy father. When she ap- sense of humor would have made him pearcd his holiness exclaimed In his
a comedian If nature had not cast his eagerness, 'Who Is this child? Who is
other faculties In a more serious mold. this child9' hlpRninir hnr un'Arnl tltnad
Therefore his fun only crops out at during the audience. Kollnzuten is a
times.
member of the Flathead tribe a tribe
"V 'ien I asked him when and where that boasts of never having shed the
he f rst began to consider himself fa- blood of a white man."
mous he said:
" 'My first term In congress gave
me my first sense of exaltation. The
people up In the Iowa hills had a little
lake, and they named it after me. Then
Dol-llve-

Su.-ees-

bright-colr.re-

d

One of thoee drummers who does a
good deal of driving about the country
e
delights In telling about an
boniface who runs a country hotel
within a day's drive of Detroit, says
the Detroit Free Press.
"Sharp as a tack," declared the
"Always as smooth as oil
drummer.
until some one tries to make a run on
him, and then he ran get back harder,
faster and in fewer words than an
man i ever unra iaiK.
"1 saw a man come in there one day
old-tim-

I

Horn

ing. The machine for electric printing is simply an ordinary press divested of all its inking mechanism and
having the cylinder or
g
surface covered with a suitable conducting metal. The work of "make-ready- "
is the same as for ordinary
printing, and line blocks, electrotypes,
wood cuts,
"LETTERS POURED IN ON ME."
engravings and
all kinds of designs in relief may be a new postofflce was named in my
used at will. The form is connected
honor, and a colored woman named her
with one pole of the dynamo or ba- baby after me. I began to think of
tteryfor most purposes the current engaging a niche in some temple of
may be taken from an ordinary incanfame.
" 'But, in my second term, I was
descent light wire the
cylinder or surface is connected disillusioned.
A climatic
disturbance
with the other pole. Thus the metal dried up the lake, free delivery wiped
surfaces of both cylinders are the elecout the postofflce, and the child died
trodes, while the paper is in reality a
and I found myself back at the very
very thin cell in which the pulp is an place whence I started!"
inert medium and the contained chemi"A few years ago Mr. Doliiver was
cals the electrolyte which Is to be subinvited to deliver a lecture In St Paul
jected to electrolysis. As the cylinders and Minneapolis.
Minn., before the
approach each other to press the paper Young Men's Christian association
It is fed between them, the current
"' WHERE'S THE MAN?' ASKED
In each city the hall was
is switched on automatically and flows crowded, some l,o00 young men atTHE OLD CHAP."
from one cylinder through the paper tending.
His topic was 'Chances for from the city. He is all right at home,
at the points of contact to the other Young Men.'
but was feeling his oats that day, and
" 'That,' said he to me, 'was a fa- opended up on the old landlord by saycylinder, the impression being produced Instantly by
vorite topic with me. As in the case ing: 'Hello, granddad, get your frame
action.
of your own publication, I believed in into circulation. Don't set around here
young men, and liked to talk with like a bump on a log. I want accomthem, knowing full well that If one modation for man and beast.'
BROKERS IN INVENTIONS.
"
can stir them up to energy and amthe man?' asked the old
Dluppwmici of the Unscrupulous Spec- bition he is doing a grand work in the chap,'Where's
in a flash."
ulator Odd Ideas.
world.
Inventors, as every one knows, are
" 'Well, I have not changed my opinTRAIN YOUR BOYS.
deficient in business senBe.
Left to ion since the delivery of that lecture,
themselves, they seldom realize great but, when I got back to Washington Sons Should Be Orderly and Systematic
profit from their work. They offer a to resume my congressional duties, a
In the Houae.
golden opportunity to business men, week later, I began to hear from those
A wise mother will Impress upon
who are not slow to take advantage particular young men. Letters began her sons, as well as upon her daughof it. Two types of men make their to pour in on me.
They came In ters, the importance and comfort of
living out of the inventor. One is the bunches of two and three, then lr, dozbeing orderly in the household.
It is
peculator, the other the legitimate ens, and finally in basketfuls. Every usual for the mother to strive to make
broker of inventions. There are not St. Paul and Minneapolis young man her daughter systematic and tidy, to
o many speculators as there used to who had heard me declare that this Induce hei to keep her bureau drawbe twenty years ago. Many made forIs the young man's age wrote that ers, her closet and her room In order;
tunes out of the simple-minde- d
inhe fully agreed with me and asked to put away her clothes carefully, and
ventors. The most notable case was me to get him a government job!' "
to make her bed properly; but the boy
that of one who bought ten patents
has all these things done for him, and,
from a poor fellow In Washington for
consequently,
never learns orderly
13,000, and in the next ten
habits, unless they come to him by
years
cleared nearly $1,000,000 on them In
nature. There is no sense in this disthis country and in Europe. Brokers
tinction between the boy and the girl.
have progressed steadily and are now
Neatness und orderliness In regard to
members
of a recognized calling.
one's room and surroundings are as
"She is the brightest, most winsome essential to a
Many of them are thorough mechanics
d
man as neatand good, practical scientists. Such little tot of a girl that we've brought ness of person, and the boy Is at a
across the Atlantic in many a day," disadvantage in whose
as these are bound to be successful.
g
said Commander
Englebart of the these points have been neglected.
Others are merely clever salesmen,
who at times make money and at other North German Lloyd liner KaiBer Mothers know that their sons are litimes have their labor for their pains. Wllhelm der Grosse yesterday morn-laable, after they are grown, to be away
reports the New York Times. The from their care for years before esTheir calling is full of odd and inter9
year
object
of his praise was a
old tablishing homes of their own. It is
esting features. They meet inventors
Indian child from the Rocky mounof every type, from those who have
a positive unkindness, therefore, to algenius to those who are cranks and tain region of Montana.
Kollnzuten. low them to grow up with slovenly
dreamers. It is among the latter that which in the court language of the habits, which will cause them to be rethey find queer Inventions, some of Flathead Indians means "child of garded as
by persons of reGod," is the name of the diminutive finement, and which will be a source
which, though Ingenious, are not patd
maiden,
who.when she landed,
entable. One of these was a policeof discomfort to themselves.
It is bean admiring coterie that sur- coming much more common than forman's club, which at the end was perforated so as to form a red pepper box. rounded her on the pier that she was merly for men to have a knowledge of
just returning from Rome, where, with domestic affairs. Many men would feel
A small spring in the handle opened
the box and enabled the wielder of
It as much of a disgrace to live In the
the club to blind his enemy as well as
midst of dirt and disorder, when
to beat him. A second spring threw
thrown upon their own resources, as
a woman would under similar circumout as radii from the club a number of
stances. It Is not unusual to find culsmall knife blades, which would cut
to pieces the hand of any one who tried
tured men who take pride in being
competent to perform the ordinary duto snatch the club away. It was reA knowledge
ties of the household.
fused a patent by the examiners on
of thees duties Is most convenient to
the ground "of its cruelty and Inhuany man, for in every home emergenmanity." Another
incies come in which his own comfort,
vention was a lady's fan, in the stick
and tha. of others, wll". depend upon
of which was concealed a poisoned dagger. New York Post.
his ability to do the necessary things
In the right way; but if such proficiency as this is too much to expect
None Soldier Use the Ski.
from every man, mothers should see
In Norway the ski is In constant use
to it, at least, that their sons, equally
during the winter and the ease with
with their daughters, are taught to
which great distances can be covered
take that care of their rooms and perIs surprising. Peasants are thus able
sonal belongings which the requireto get about their work and visit
ments of refined living demand. New
friends In
district. SportsYork Weekly.
men, with gun on back and stick In
hand, set out in pursuit of game on ski,
CoBKressmau's
Trouhle About a sin, v.
and the soldiers are reduced to this
Congressman Moudell of Wyoming
means of getting about when exercishad an engagement with a theatriing. A regiment of soldiers
on ski
cal party in Washington the other eveIs a sight by no means uncommon In
ning and at the last moment dashed
ud around Christianla.
KOLINZUTBN.
out to get shaved. He found the barMother Provincial Mary Amaudeus of ber shops closed and, having no raII. Ailams Hun, l lintel.
Otvir
George H. Adams, for many years a Helena, Mont., she had goue to see zor of his own, borrowed one from a
friend. He almost sliced his left ear
Milwaukeean,
who went to Co'orado Pope Leo.
Kollnzuten Is an inmate of the con- off and now Bwears that at the next
thirty years ago, is erecting a hotel at
Denver at a cost of $125,000. The hotel vent of the Ursullne nuns at Helena, session of congress he will Introduce
n
Mont., an Institution where nearly 500 a bill compelling barber shops to keep
will have a
136 feet
open all night.
Indian children are being educated.
Muare.
paper-bearin-
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theater-goer- s

and other pleasure seekers who walked on the Broadway of New York's
Tenderloin after dark were wont to
glance aside to the curbing at the attenuated harmonies of a
says the New York Times. The glance
showed them a ragged old man, grlnd- Ing out the wheezy greeting of age to
youth, but it also showed a grlzily-halre- d
dog hard by, with a basket half
full of coin in his mouth.
The men
who saw It merely grumbled: "Pshaw!
it
uann organ neggar. rrooaoiy
fjuiy more
But their
than I am."
feminine companions were not to be
put off in that wise. "But look at the
faithful dog," they would cry. And
the result was that the dog's basket
became heavier every moment that he
was on duty. It was the tribute of
woman to the dog.
"Now, mind," the male escort would
say, "I do It simply out of fjgard for
the dog. Several days ago Broadway
missed the dog. Broadway wondered
and then speedily forgot all about It.
The dog's home was In the tenement
house, 402 WeBt Thirty-eight- h
street,
where a week ago he died. His master.
since dead, the neighbors say, starved
both himself and the dog to death. The
dog is dead and the neighborhood
knows not his name, but there is left
to guard his memory a noble monument. The savings of the master that
the dog earned amount to something
over $25,000.
Timothy McGrath was the dog's
master. For years he lived in a small
room in the tenement In Thirty-eight- n
street. Of late, since the death of the
dog he himself had been ailing, and
James Brown, a tailor, who had his
shop on the ground floor, had been
accustomed to do the meager shopping
of McGrath.
Yesterday morning, as usual, Brown
went up to the top floor, but could gH
no answer to his knocklngs. A policeman finally broke in the door. McGrath was dead. The ambulance surgeon said that lack of proper nourishment was the cause. In a tin box secreted in the room they found two
bank notes, one on the Emigrants'
Savings bank, and one on the Bank
for Savings, showing to McGrath's
credit $15,000. There was also the
deeds for a house on Fortieth street,
off Fifth avenue, a life Insurance policy, and deeds for a lot and monument
in Calvary cemetery.

can be maintained without slighting
the work. When the spone has become
coated with the dust the cover of tha
sweeper Is lifted and the sponge taken
out for cleansing.

hand-orga-

n.

electro-chemic-
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CURIOUS HONDURAS PIPES.
and Altec Implements Retain
Hiitorlc Orslgua and Color.
this country many of the odd implements and curios of those lands. The
Spanish population has a large admixture of Aztec or other aboriginal blood,
and preserves many of the implements
as well as customs which prevailed in
One of
the time of the Montezumas.
the queerest survivals in this regard is
the long pipe which is still employed
in the rural districts of both republics.
It Is made from a shrub or a sapling
which grows somewhat like the elder.
The bush is cut down and the pith extracted from the stem, which Is afterward peeled, polished, dried and painted with primary colors In barbaric
style. The simplest form is a straight
stem from three to six feet in length.
A more expensive kind is made from
a stem with two. terminal branches.
This demands much more care in extracting the pith, and enables the owner to offer a friend a mouthpiece
on
one branch while he Is enjoying and
other upon a second.
sticks are also made, and, very rarely,
ones. These are kept as
curios rather than as useful articles,
and are supposed to have been employed upon especial occasions In the
days of the Incas. The bowl is of red
mouthpiece may be of bone, or horn
or decorated silver and amber.
The
length of the stem causes the tobacco
smoke to cool appreciably in its passage from the bowl to the lips, and
gives a taste almost as mild as that
produced by the oriental nargile. The
tobacco used with it is of rich red
brown color, about Intermediate in
flavor and appearance between Virginia and Havana leaf. These pipes
make very pretty ornaments for a
mantel or for a wall, being much more
pleasing to the eye than the "church
warden" familiar to all smokers. They
are strong and durable, but, unless oiled and varnlBhed now and then, they
are apt to split In a dry climate. Collectors make It a rule to oil them on
the inside once a year.

Spanlali

Three-stemme-

Strange Railway Wreck.

Frank Fisher awakened from sweet
dreams a few days ago to find himself
perched high on the top of a wrecked
locomotive, amid the ruins of a far
worse wrecked caboose.
The sudden
change from scenes of pastures green
and babbling brooks to a winter landscape, full of twisted iron, splinters
and hissing steam was so unpleasant
that Fisher lost no time In climbing
down from his high seat, but not before he had been painfully scalded.
This remarkable incident occurred during the wreck on the Schuylkill bridge,
on the Perkiomen railroad. Fisher's
escape was miraculous.
He had charge
of a car of eleven horses, and w,. dosing in the gig top of the caboose when
the locomotive plunged Into the rear
end of the train. The horses were all
killed.
Imitations of American products are
being sold in Sweden in large quantities. One wholesale hardware dealer
has disposed of a big lot of forks,
which are represented as American
manufacture, and which are soU at a
vary low price

VAvrr. tROTi'.

This Is a form of laryngitis, occurI Mill r; SATING
IFMli.
ring In young children, which Is acThe accompanying picture shows a
companied by a spasmodic drawing topatented machine, which may
gether of the vocal cords, occasioning newly
be of use In kitchens where a saving
more or less difficulty in breathing. It
of time is an item to be considered.
Is usually called simply croup by both
It does away with the necessity for
mothers and doctors, but is a much beating
eggs, cake, dough, etc.. with
less serious affection than true croup.
True croup is an Inflammation, usually the hands, employing in lieu thereof
machine, which Is prodiphtheritic, with a membranous exu- a
vided
a flexible whlpper-carryin- g
dation filling up the larnyx, whereas shaft, with
by means of which the rgltatlon
false croup Is spasmodic and of short
of eggs and other Ingredients of a
duration. False croup may begin sudcake may be properly effected. There
denly and without warning, but usualshelf, se
ly the child has a cold for a day or is also a
mounted that It may be used to adjust
two before the croupy symptoms appear. The attack comes on during a dish at any desired angle. The machine is somewhat like a sewing masleep, and the little patient is awakIn construction, and, in fact, If
ened by the urgent need for breath. chine
upper portion of a sewing machine
Sometimes there is difficulty only In the
Inspiration; in other cases an effort Is were cut away to expose the rotary
required to force the air out as well shaft for connection with a flexible
shaft and beater It would answer preas to draw It In.
cisely the name purpose as the inventAccompanying
In
the difficulty
breathing Is a .short, Ineffectual cough or's model. All that Is required to
of a hat di. metallic character. There
Is usually more or less fever, sometimes a very high one. and the pulse
is rapid and harJ. The child seems
to be In Imminent danger of suffocation and sometimes actually Is but
generally the spasm of the larnyx relaxes after a while and the child falls
asleep. In many cases the attack, If
it has been severe, terminates with a
fit of vomiting or the couguing up of
a large quantity of mucus.
A second atta" may occur the same
night or the next night, or there may
I

foot-pow-

be no subsequent seizures.
The following morning the child is
generally in his usual health, except
for a slight hoarseness and a spasmodic, metallic cough, or there may be a
little difficulty in breathing for a day
or two.
Although the symptoms of a sharp
attack of spasmodic croup are often
terrifying, it seldom ends fatally In a
previously healthy child. Convulsions
or unconsciousness may follow a severe
attack In a de"cate child.
Relief may be obtained by applying
to the throat a cloth wrung out of hot
water. The inhalation of steam rising
from a vessel of hot water in which a
teaspoonful of compound tincture of
benzoin has been dropped will sometimes break up a spasm.
In severe
cases the child may be made to vomit
by giving him warm salt water, or by
tickling the back of the throat with a

CAKE-BEATIN- G

MACHINE,

operate the apparatus Is to attach the
beater to the end of the shaft, insert
it in the basin of liquid and run the
treadle with the feet. The accompanying cabinet of drawers should also
prove Itself a great convenience to the
housekeeper.

TELEPHONING ACROSS Till: OCEAN.
One of the most remarkable inventions marking the opening of the twentieth century is the method devised
by Prof. Michael I. Pu, j of Columbia
university for sending telephonic messages through ocean cables. The chief
reason why telephoning through subfeather.
It is not always easy to distinguish marine cables has not heretofore been
between true and false croup, and It successful is because electricity Is reis safer to call a physician in every tarded in passing through them. The
retardation is variable, and Its effect
case.
upon a telephonic
message
sent
through a cable Is to produce a JumLOCOMOTIVES. AND CHARACTER,
ble of the sounds which renders them
n
A
critic of art in France, unintelligible.
Professor Pupin's InM. Arsene Alexandre,
studied the exhibit of railway locomotives at. Paris vention consists in attaching to the
last summer from a new point of view, cable, at intervals of about an eighth
of a mile, little coils of wire, which
nd drew some interesting conclusions.
One of his most surprising inferences have the effect of preventing the rewas that the genuine art of
was tardation of the current. It is believed
exhibited not In the museum of paint- that an Atlantic cable can now be conings, but among the locomotives. The structed which wll render conversalatter showed beauty of line and pro- tion possible between the opposite
portion and true originality o" treat- shores of the ocean.
ment. National character was t. 'arly
SCIENTIFIC JOTTINGS.
marked in them. The American locomotive combined elegance, practicality,
Attack on the South Pole.
convenience and power, betokening a
The present year will see the startrace which takes Its ease In working.
ing of at least three expeditions, repThe English locomotive was more trim, resenting three different nations, in
an
snug and smaller," but without loss of attmpt to solve some of the
mysteries
power. The French was lighter and of the south polar regions. One
will
finer in line, but less powerful and sail from Germany, another from Eneffective.
The other nations showed gland, and a third from Sweden. The
similar distinctions in their work.
Swedish expedition is the latest to be
organized, but It has been undertaken
GEORGIA WOMAN
with enthusiasm, and King Oscar will
INVENTION.
A woman Inventor of Savannah, Ga., personally give it financial aid.
has obtained a patent on an electric
RESISTANCE OF BACTERIA TO HEAT
Many persons have erroneous notions as to the ease with which bacteria are destroyed by heat. In fact,
the "thermal death-point- "
for bacterial
organisms varies widely. Some forms
of water bacteria are killed by simple
blood-hea- t,
while pathogenic bacteria
develop best at that temperature. During their multiplying and vegetating
phase of life bacteria are more easily
destroyed by heat than they are after
passing to the resting or spore stage.
Some spores derived from the soil require boiling for sixteen hours to ensure their death. Moist heat In the
form of steam is the most effectual
No spore, however redisinfectant.
.
sistant,
alive after one minremains
ELECTRIC SWEEPER,
ute's exposure to steam at 140 degrees
earpet-sweepand
a centigrade. But no degree
of cold haa
view of which we present In the accombeen found sufficient to destroy bacpanying Illustration.
i he machine
comprises a pair of brush cylinders, ro- terial life.
tated by connection with a fluted rubFreckles Indicate Consumption.
ber roller In frictional contact with the
Is a freckled face Indicative of confloor, and there Is also an electric motor Inside the casing, which is utilized sumption? It has been suspected, reto run a rapidly revolving fan, which marks a medical Journal, that a retakes up the dust and drives it against markable proneness to freckle Is often
a sponge. The latter, being saturated coincident with tendency to scrofula
It Is most certain
with water, readily retains the dust or tuberculosis.
and aids greatly In cleaning the room. that such proneness is associated with
The current for the motor In the case the temperament of the individual as
d
sweeper Is sup- shown by color of eyes and hair. Freckof the
les are, as a rule, conspicuous only in
plied by a small generator connected
with the fluted roller, but in case of a the clear skins of children and young;
In adults they either are
large sweeper, for use In halls and persons.
churches, it is Intended to attach the not often present or are comparatively
inconspicuous. An observation of some
Bweeper directly to an electric-ligcircuit by means of wires. In this case interest has however, recently been
the current Is also made to revolve the made that they are liable to return In
brushes, and It Is then only necessary senile periods and to assume Infective
for the operator to draw the machine characters.
along the floon, the speed of the brushRubber, spun glass, steel and Ivory
es being so high that a rapid gait are the moat elaatlc substances.
well-know-

to-d-

r,

hand-operate-

ht
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WOMAN SUFFRAGE

Mexicans

AS IT EXISTS AT PRESENT IN
KANSAS.

!!

Affalnflt Woman
The ArffiimmU
Snffraie Arm Appllvtl Only to Women,
N,i,
Thta I u.ly Writer (the Kevlewn
the RltQKtlon In Kaimiu.

Throughout the United States the
newspapers arc making big capital out
of tiie crusade of Mrs. Nation and her
followers, and the fact that women,
hsvlnb municipal suffrage In Kansas,
have not been able to enforce the laws
through the ballot, thereby proving
the failure of woman suffrage. Miss
Anthony is quoted as saying: "In
Kansas, since 1887,. Mrs. Nation, with
all the women in the 286 cities of the
State, has had the right to vote 'or
mnyor, for the members of the common council and for every other officer
of the municipality. Women, equally
with men, have the responsibility.
Therefore the duty of Mrs. Nation and
all the women of Kansas Is to register
and vote tor men and women only who
will pledge themselves publicly to do
their duty and to retire to private life
every officer who has failed to show
his hand." Almost w.lthout exception,
the papers have omitted the most important portion of her statement, which
puts the question in an entirely different light. The portion omitted is this:
"But the sarte legislature that gave
women the right to vote passed a law
giving the governor the power to appoint, in the first and second class
cities, three police commissioners to
take charge of the enforcement of the
laws for the suppression of the
brothels and gambling houses.
The women soon learned that It made
no difference for whom they vo'ed.
No city official would do aught to enforce the law. The saloon went scot
free, whichever party was in power.
The women had no political Influence
with IBS governor, while every bootlegger, every jotntlst, every saloonist
and every mother's son, no matter how
low, drunken or besotted, had a direct
vote for him. In 1899 the law giving
the govern. it power to appoint commissioners was repealed. Since then
the cities of the first and second class
have had the burden of the enforceof the laws
ment or
thrown back Into the hands of the
people." It will be seen that for twelve
years after the granting of municipal
suffrage women were allowed no voice
In choosing the officers whose duty It
was to enforce the laws, and during
this time the "Joints" became thoroughly intrenched in Kansas. The
women have voted only once under the
new law. Therefore, because women at
one election have not been able to
overcome with the ballot the evil
that has been allowed to grow for years
by men, "woman suffrage iB a failure."
Why Is It that It does not prove
man suffrage to bo a failure when the
prohibition men fall to enforce their
prohibition laws? We do not hear
this used as an argument against allowing prohibition men to vote. It is
only an argument against prohibition
when the voter Is a. man, but If the.
voter happens to be a woman it shows
conclusively that woman suffrage Is a
failure. This kind of logic is Illustrated aptly by the story of the boy
who saw his little sister eating jtfl
apple which he wanted all to himself.
He rushed up to hej with a look of
"You
horror on his face, exclaiming:
will give you
musn't eat that apple
the cholera morbus." The little girl
threw the apple away, whereupon the
boy picked it up and began eating it.
The little girl in astonishment cried,
"Don't eat it; it will give you the
cholera morbus." "Oh, no, it only
gives girls the cholera morbus,", said
he. This is a fair sample of the arguments used by the opposers of woman
suffrage. They apply only to women.
Elnora Monroe Babcock, N. A. W. S.
,
A., In New York Vreao. I
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LANDED GENTRY.

SAYINGS and DOINGS

Cling with Wonderful Tenacity

to Their Hroad Arree.
The tenacity with which the great
estates of Mexico are maintained, intact by the old families of 'this country appears all the more remarkable,
when It U considered how generally,
all lines of Industry, aside from that oC
the farmer, are in the hands of for-- ,
elghers.
The dry goods trade of
Mexico Is controlled
the French,
the Spaniards of Mexico are the country's groi ers, the Germans do the hardware business, the railroads are
by American and English, the
bank stock of Mexico is largely owned
In France, Germany and England, and
a large percentage of the industrial
concerns of the country belong to foreigners. Not so, however, the agricultural resources of Mexico. During recent yeaiB a great deal of American
capital has entered the republic for
investment In tropical plantations,
particularly In southern Mexico, bilt
the great bulk of Mexico's rural land)
is held in the form of extensive haciendas or rancheB, often hundreds of
thousands of acres in extent. Some of
these estates have been handed down
In the same families for nearly 40"
years, not a few titles tracing their
origin back to the first grants from
the king of Spain after the conquest.
The aristocracy of Mexico is counted
among these landed proprietors, many
of whom enjoy princely Incomes from
their plantations, which often produce
a great variety of products and embrace several manufacturing plants. It
is largely due to the fact that the tax
upon land of this character Is comparatively very light that these estates
have so long remained undivided, as,
in most instances, only a small per
cent of their area Is under cultivation.
As in many states the levy Is practically only a tax upon products, the unused acres are no great burden. There
are, naturally, those who desire to see
these tracts taxed so that the owners
will be forced to sell at least portions
of them and the land of the country
divided among a larger number of
small proprietors. Such a measure
would be vigorously opposed by the
wealthy landed proprietors, and such
Is the number and Important a of this
class that no active measure of this
kind has ever been promulgated.
Modem Mexico.
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The death at Columbia, 3.
widow of Preston S. Brooks recalls the
sensation caused In 1856 when Brooks,
then a representative In Congress from
South Carolina, pounded Senator Chas.
Sumner into insensibility as the latter
at In his seat In the Senato chamber.
At the time the "civil war in Kansas"
was at Its height. Senator Sumner on
May 22 delivered a speech In the Senate which deeply Incensed the members
of Congress from South Carolina,
from which state
many of the ' members of the
army which
Invaded
Kansas
started. After the
Senate
had adjourned, and while
Sumner
Senator
still
sat In his
eat Congressman
Brooks entered the
chamber, Charles Sumner,
Senate
and, approaching
from the
back,
itruck him, repeatedly over the head
with a heavy cane until he fell uncon-ciouFriends of Mr. Brooks from
the South accompanied him, and, with
drawn revolvers, prevented the othor
senators from protecting Mr. Sumner
from the brqtal assault. Afterwards,
during a debate In the lower house of
Corigress, hot words passed between
Brooks and Anson Burlingame of
Massachusetts, as a result of which the
latter was challenged to flght a duel.
He accepted, and Canada was chosen
as the place of meeting, with rifles as
weapons. Brooks failed to appear at
the appointed time, and was branded
as a coward by newspapers and public
sentiment throughout the North. As a
result he resigned his Beat, but was
and received
unanimously
many testimonials from various parts
of the South.
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Former Governor R.

Seen a Leuon In Fiction.
Two hundred young women braved
yesterday's rain to attend the Sunday
afternoon "open door" sesBfon of the
Chicago Woman's Club in the Fine
Arts building, says the Chicago Tribune. Miss Clara Dixon presides and
introduced the speakers. Carl Lambert
gave several selections on the violin,
accompanied by Mrs. Favorite. Miss
Bingham sang. Martha Foote Crow of
Nnrthwebtern University delivered the
principal address, speaking on "The
Studies of Modern Fiction." "The inspiration for a higher ' life in this
world come from literature," she said.

"I think I understand the terrible loneliness of the working girl in a great
city. She may have friends, but then
there Is a feeling of being alone when
she looks about her. T think I see a
gradual movement among men and
women to extend a helping hand to all
these brothers and sisters who may
need It. There is none ol us but who
needs some.. kind .of help. The literature of today I believe more truly reflects the conditions, hopes and ambitions of the people than the literature
of any other age."

L. Taylor of
Tennessee while in Knoxvllle a few
days ago, says a correspondent of too
Nashville Banner, told this joke at his
own expense partly, and partly at the
expense of a Pennsylvania mouutln
community:
"I had been billed several days to
speak in a little town which had only
one railroad and which was in a mountainous section. I dreaded the place
because I did not expect a crowd. I
reached the town and fully 1,000 people were out to see me. A committee
of the most prominent men lu the
town met me with a carrlago and a
brass band. 'Yankee Doodie' was
played many times, but "Dixie" was
never thought of. The spokesman for
the party told me that, he was glad
to welcome to the town a man who
had been so badly treated by the Dem
ocrats, .and who was entitled to the
office of Governor beyond all doiibt.
His statements were applauded and
I wondered how I had been mistreated.
I
But I held my peace and waited.
was called upon by men of all classes,
who assured me that I had been elected beyond all doubt. I thanked evsry
ono for his kindness in the matter.
would have a big
I was told that
house that night, and sure enough I
UM.

''.chairman,

'

".

-

F every one in the world were healthy and happy what a glad day Easter would
be. But the sun rises every Easter morning on a multitude of sick and afflict
ed. The Easter lilies gladden the hearts of the sick and well alike.
But to the sick something more than the Easter lily is necessary to bring that
hope and cheer which every one expects on Easter day. The well need no physician, but the sick need a remedy.
Nearly one-ha- lf
the people in the United States are suffering from some form
or phase of catarrhal ailment These ailments take different forms at different
seasons of the year. In the springtime catarrh assumes a systemic form, producing nervousness, lassitude and general languor.
Systemic catarrh deranges the digestion and through deranged digestion it
impoverishes or contaminates the blood. Thus we have blood diseases and nervous derangements through systemic catarrh.
Peruna is a specific for these cases. No other remedy yet devised by the
medical profession is able to successfully meet so many phases, of. spring ailments as Peruna.
Men and women everywhere are praising Peruna as follows:
A Spring Tonic,
The Best of Tonics:
A First Class Tonic.
Wm. A. Colllar, Assistant PaymasHon. W. C. Chambers, Chief Justice
Mrs. D. W. Tlmberlake, Lynchburg,
ter U. S. N., write: "I have taken Va., says: "There Is no better spring of Samoa, says : "I have tried one botPeruna and recommend It to those tonic than Peruna, and I have used tle of Peruna and I can truthfully say It
Is one of the best tonics I e ver used. ' '
needing a first-clas- s
about all ot them."
tonic "
.

B. Man tell, the famous actor,
writes from New York City: "Peruna
Is splendid and most invigorating
refreshing to the nerves and brain.

A Good Tonic.
Captain Percy W. Moss, Second
Arkansas Volunteers, writes from Par.
aroold, Ark.: "I find Peruna a very
good spring tonic, and will readily
recommend It at any time.
Builds Up the Entire System.
Miss Jennie Johnson, 3118 Lake Park
avenue, Chicago, III., Is Vice President
ot Chicago Teachers' Federation. She
writes: "Peruna restores the func
tions ot nature. Induces sleep and
builds up the entire system. "

For General Debility.

Makes Steady Nerves.

A

'

rose and said: .'I
'.The
take .pleasure Jn introducing a man
who. has been cheated out of the Governorship of 'Kentucky, and who did
not kill Goebel. I "welcome a martyr
of Democratic infamy In our midst,
and he is surely welcome.'
"I delivered' my lecture and the misJohn. Chlhaman'a Limited Chance.
take- was never known while I wss
The life of a Chinaman Is circumthere. I left on the first train, which
scribed. He cap have no genuine amof
He
can
bition.
never climb the ladder left fifteen minutes after the close the
in
never
lecture
my
will
I
lecture.
of fame or 'fortune without dragging
his clan with him. There is no such town again."
thing as starting as an office boy and
for Shooters.
ending as the president of a railroad, tSelescopic Sight
The corps of sharpshooters now on
or of beginning life as a newsboy and
has Just been
rounding off his career as the gover- duty in the Philippines
teleBcopic sights for
with
equipped
nor of a'province. There Is no such a
Experiments with the
thing as a' sdn attaining a fortune in! their rifles.
have been carried on for
trade and living in .a tUty mansion new Bights months
while his aged father lives on the old the last six
Knlla Fiber In Mailacancar.
Army Board
farm and rejoices in still being inde- "by the
and
Rafla fiber Is a staple article of comOrdnance,
of
help.
The boy
found1
merce in Madagascar.. The Hovas use pendent of his son's
been
has
it
neither his occupation npr hts
the under part of the leaf split very choscs nor
that the
his bride nor his' companfine as a warp, with a weft of whi,te home
rifle Is as
They
htm
are
all
for
ions.
prepared
silk, producing an article called
effective with the
acting
ne,ver
Indeof
he
dreamt
and
telescopic sight in
which is Bold both In Europe
In anything. Gunton's
use' at a range of
and America. The coast tribes use It pendently
for clothing, but of coarse quality,
2,000 yards .as at
with the
500 yiy-dwith dyed stripes of indigo, saffron,
Why
Wedflln'K Ilreak
ordinary sights. It
black and a dirty green. It la a cold,
and
material,
looking
"In all my experience of wedding Is expected that
comfortless
when two natives come down a road breakfastB," said a guest at a weddings the telescopic .sight
clad In new rafla shirts tlje noise pro- ."I have never understood why the feast All be especially
'
the
duced is somewhat similar to that of was called a breakfnst and not a valuable' in
toIs
I;have
rubbing
Now
covers
learned. It
luncheon.
two wire meat
dark and "shadowy
jungles of the tropfrom the .custom of the Church of Epg
gether.
land, where 'the .bride an.d bridegroom
ical forest In the
always receive the. holy minium mi be- Phlllnnines. It has
F.bb anil Flow of Nations
effective In foggy and
Spain
was fore the ceremony, receive ,tt. fasting also been found enabling
A hundred years ago
the marksmisty weather,
greater In possessions and population and remain fasting until after the wedceremony, when the meal which Is man to see clearly objects which are
ding
out
ouring
states,
lian the united
Tha
ultnaether obscured, otherwise.
,
e century just ended Its fortunes served is really a breakfast." New ' telescopic slgnt seiecieu
i
uuc ukUl
Times.
York
flood
has
were long at an ebb and the
It Ib of
magnifies twelve diameters.
been with the United States. Similar
locus, ana mere-for- e
universal
practically
Jit the Velne.
changes have gone on in other nations
does not need readjustment for
Dark rings around the eyes result
and in other parts of the world, China
or for different
i. marksmen
differed
has had the ebb; Japan has had the from congestion of veins. This Is ranges.
nearly always a consequence of debilflow.
the City.
Farmer "Boy-- and
ity, temporary or chronic. The Immeof advice and admonition to
spite
may be study, sleeplessIn
cause
diate
IrUh
i
Intereiu.
si,
ii'.
country boys
the contrary, ambitious
ness or worry. The best local treatThe philanthropies of the countess ment is prolonged cold water bathing. will continue to come to the city so
of Aberdeen have extended until they But all these cases demand constitulong as It offers them a broader field
of large
reach the different continents. She beof action and greater hopes
measures.
tional
gan her work with farm hands and
The men who are now tryrewards.
boy to
estate servants, but this field soon
ing to persuade the farmer's
accomplish
Odrnru Hlrenlmaculntu.
may
not
farm
proved too narrow for her energies.
stay on the
Mr. Daeche at a recent meeting of
they will certainly do no
Her chief interest Ib promoting Iilsh
a much, but
Philadelphia
exhibited
in
scientists
providing
comforts
boy who Is llkeiy to sucand in
IntereBtB
The
harm
wasp nest from Bloomfleld, N. J., from
and medical care for backwoods which he obtained three specimens of ceed in the city will come In spite of
perhaps they will be able
women.
He alao them while
Odynerus blrenlmaculatus.
of the probable failures
some
keep
galls of Andricus cornlgera, io
strain and struggle of city
the
of
Arrests In Cleveland last year num- exhibited
out
scltula
Sesla
of
from which specimens
4
competition.
bered 19,923, as compared with
hud emerged.
14.452 In 1898.

Great Tonic.

Hon. M. C. Butler,

S. Senator

Bx--

ol South Carolina,
write from Edgefield, S. C: "I have
been using Peruna (or a short period
and I feel very much relieved. It Is Indeed a wonderful medicine and besides
a great tonic."

and

Splendid for the Nerves.

fit

Ro-te- rt

.

Hon. Jno. V. Wright, of the Law
Department, Ventral Land Office ot
Tennessee, writes t "I wish every'
one who Is suffering with general
debility or prostration could know ot

Peruna.'

.

A Grand Tonic.
Mrs. Orldley, mother of Captain
Qrldley, of the "Olympia," writes: "I
used Peruna and can truthfully say It
Is a grand tonic ' '

For Overwork,
a prominent actor
C, writes from
Fourteenth and "I" streets: "In the
effort to improve a condition Impaired
by overwork, I have found nothing
that has done as much good as PeMr. Tefft Johnson,
ot Washington, D.

runa."

For a Worn-ou- t
System.
Charter Member In
Mrs. Catharine Toft, President "Val-kyrle- n
ternat tonal Barbers' Union, IS Western
Association,'' S649 Cottage
Minneapolis,
avenue,
Minnesota, Orove avenue, Chicago, III., writes:
writes: "I now feel splendid. My
advise Peruna In cases ota
"I often system
head Is clear, my nerves are steady, worn-oand a broken dowo
I enjoy my food and rest well."
constitution."
D. L. Wallace,

ut
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A Dentist's Opinion: "As an antiseptic and hygienic
mouthwash, and: for the care and preservation of the teeth and
gums, I cordially recommend Sozodont. I consider it the ideal
dentifrice for children's Use." Name of writer upon application.
HALL

RUCKEL. NEW YORK.
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Merchandise,

Win. McKwn risited at the
fresh supply of Date and con- Blnck. Copper yesterday.
nt, the postoffice,
l.
I. T. Burn brought over Rv.
DEALER IN
Phillip Fritehott, nnd Albert
A. P. Morrison from ISIittbeth- - Abbott are eXpeeted in today from
Is Strictly a First Class Mountain
AVerjr
wv at Red town.
Trinidad, where the former was
7 no
ounty, AVrt- Mericv.
Hotel.
W. I). Cannon and son Charley, jOB bnsinew, and the 'after to visit
Sheep & Cattle. Hides
KHK.MOST O. RTKVKW8.
.
.
made a business trip to luesta Inst. his parent and other frier. Is
Bought and Sold.
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I0HER.
Th
meetings held Tuehday
REASON A BLK
From a Mouse Trap to the finest piece of Silk. Pry
evenini; and llttt evening by Ur. A.
m
ilnMutter
summd-CIJague, iJf.THol, Jr., P. I.,
Bniarwt
Goods nt the finest quality; Groceries of the freehest
P. MoHson, superintendant of th"
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